Junior Primary students receive awards for great work at our assembly.

Room 2 and 13 students work together to design a basket capable of carrying 3 staplers. They had to purchase their materials and stick to a budget! The sense of collaboration really showed!!

Circus Program goes Loopy!
After the huge success of our Juggle Off competition, Alessandro (our Circus Coach) had the idea of having a Hoop competition. He found an international hoop artist, Elle who has agreed to teach our students the basics as well as advanced tricks. The kids are really enjoying the circus classes and are improving rapidly. The Hoopla competition will be at our Week 8 Friday assembly and there will be prizes! The two events will be endurance and tricks. We can't wait!!

Triple M Phones!
Recently the Gordan family suffered the disaster of their family home burning down. Triple M found out about the hardship the family was going through and wanted to help. They have arranged for a substantial donation from Foodland. They have recorded an interview with Mr Miller and Emma Gordan which will go to air next week on the Roo and Ditts show in the morning. Stay tuned!
Soccer Update - Round One (Saturday May 21st)

U/8 Gold (Coach - Sarah Kelly) vs Flagstaff Hill at Flagstaff Hill - 9:30am kick off
U/8 Bronze (Coach - Steve Atkins) vs Flagstaff Hill at Flagstaff Hill - 8:30am kick off
U/9 (Coach - Clare Couper) vs Paringa Park at Seaview Downs - 8:30am kick off
U/10 Silver (Coach - Bern Kirk) vs Hawthorndene at Seaview Downs - 9:20am kick off
U/10 Blue (Coach - Brad Lancaster) vs St Teresas/CTK at Seaview Downs - 10:20am kick off
U/11 (Coach - Dean Dyer) vs Edwardstown at Edwardstown - 10:10am kick off
Senior Gold (Coach - Andy Stevenson) vs Mercedes at Mercedes - 9:30am kick off
Senior Orange (Coach - Kyle Henderson) vs Mercedes at Mercedes - 10:30am kick off
Please go to sdjsa.com for the full season fixtures.

U/11 Lightning Carnival

The Under 11 soccer lightning carnival is to be held on May 30th and 31st at Bowker Street Reserve. Seacliff Primary School runs the canteen on both nights and we are in need of volunteers to work in the canteen, particularly on Tuesday May 31st. If you can help please let Scott know ASAP.

HEALTH ALERT

To update our email from last week regarding a Scabies case confirmed at our school. We have professionally sanitised all affected carpets and upholstery in an attempt to stop any spread of the condition. Please report any confirmed cases to the office immediately.

It is vital for parents to update contact information to enable this type of information to be circulated successfully.

Please keep all mobile numbers and email addresses up to date at all times.
School Oval Maintenance

You may have noticed that the school oval has been closed during recess and lunch breaks this term. During the school holidays maintenance was done to improve the safety and appearance of the oval. Particular attention was paid to the areas in front of our 2 soccer goals. These goals will be removed shortly and portable goals will be installed meaning we can better manage wear to the oval surface. The oval will be reopened as soon as our maintenance contractors complete goal removal, installation of the sleeves for the portable goals and sprinkler inspections. This should be done by the end of week 3.

Year 8 Enrolment Forms

Year 8 enrolment packs were distributed to Year 7 students at the end of Term 1. Please ensure that all forms have been signed and returned before Friday 27th May to be processed.

Lost Property

Please find lost property outside the front office in the court yard due to the volume being excessive.

School polo shirts are needed for spare clothing in our first aid room.

Many children require a change of clothes for various reasons and it would be helpful to have some larger sizes.

Any contributions would be greatly appreciated.

CLOTHING SWAP NIGHT

Ladies clothing & accessories

Friday - May 20 - 7pm
Sealiff Primary School Hall

$20 per ticket online
www.trybooking.com/KKC
or
$25 at the door
Ticket includes:
live entertainment
cheese & nibbles
tea & coffee
change rooms

Wine, bubbles & soft drinks will be available for purchase.

YEAR 8 ENROLMENT FORMS

Year 8 enrolment packs were distributed to Year 7 students at the end of Term 1. Please ensure that all forms have been signed and returned before Friday 27th May to be processed.

CANCELLED DUE TO LOW RESPONSE

LOST PROPERTY OVERFLOWING

Please find lost property outside the front office in the court yard due to the volume being excessive.

School polo shirts are needed for spare clothing in our first aid room.

Many children require a change of clothes for various reasons and it would be helpful to have some larger sizes.

Any contributions would be greatly appreciated.

YARD STAR WINNERS

Frankie - Room 2
Archie - Room 2
Hi everyone,

What a wonderful Vacation Care the OSHC children just enjoyed. With new and exciting excursions, including crowd favourite Latitude and delicious in-house days with flowing Belgium chocolate, Seafill OSHC was the place to be! And the children turned up in droves Emma, is already busy planning another exciting program.

After years of wishful thinking, OSHC is extremely proud to announce that we now own our very own World Cup pinball machine. They don't make games like they used to and we are bringing this retro classic from the 90’s back to Seafill OSHC children today! Make sure you try it out if you have time when collecting your children.

Daniel Brooksby, our Assistant Director, OSHC employee of 6 years and former Seafill OSHC student himself, will unfortunately be leaving us at the end of this week. We will be having a going away party for him this Thursday so please feel free to come in and say goodbye. Daniel has been an asset to the Seafill School community for a long time and will be missed by many. After a short and promising stint, Caroline has just been offered full-time employment elsewhere and will be leaving us at the end of next week.

With change comes fresh energy and as OSHC has always done, we'll continue to recruit and train quality OSHC Educators.

Due to the success of our afternoon Walking Bus service, we’d like to gather interest for a morning service, walking children to Kindy after OSHC each morning. Please spread the word amongst the community and express your interest to OSHC. Thank you.

Ph: 8298 3742
Email: seacliffoshc@gmail.com
Mob: 0414 293 860